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Are you waiting for a late package
arrival, or pondering why your delivery
is still in transit? It’s likely that you may
be a victim of train robbery! The Union
Pacific reports a significant increase of
160% in rail thefts over the past year and
another spike in the last three months.

Building America for the past 150
years, the Union Pacific (UP) operates
275 miles of tracks in LA County.
Currently, they supply nine facilities
throughout LA County and employ 1,600
workers. According to the UP, it is
reported that an average of 90 containers
are compromised on a daily basis. Police
Captain, German Hurtado of the Los
Angeles Police Department, puts the
blame partly on UP for lack of security.
“It is not like we have given up on it. We
do task forces with the sheriff, other
agencies along the tracks and make
arrests,” Hurtado said.

“The Union Pacific is now
contemplating serious changes to our
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On January 8th, in San Diego, people
gathered from across the southern part of
the state for an event dubbed “Freedom
Revival.” Riverside, Hollywood,
Ventura, Fillmore, and even Antelope
Valley residents, members from the
Palmdale Freedom Coalition (PFC),
traveled interstates and highways for the
first large rally of the season.

Speakers like Will Witt, Heidi St.
John, Pastor Rob Mccoy among others
reminded attendees that we must all
work together to unify our fragmented
groups and reclaim our nation together.
The owner of Metroflex Gym in
Oceanside, Louis Uridel, shared his story
of defiance during the height of the
lockdowns among the crowd.
Interestingly, San Diego news media

KUSI quickly splashed the misleading
headline “Over 1,000 folks turned out at
the ‘Freedom Revival 2022’ rally which
took over Waterfront Park Saturday

Volume I, Issue I

Palmdale, No Longer in a State of Emergency

Since November 3, 2021!

On January 12, 2022, approximately 200 Palmdale citizens gathered in support of
Ordinance 1577. Without regard, Mayor Hofbauer and council members Richard Loa
and Juan Carrillo stole the voice of the community when they removed agenda item
14.3. Thirty-three speaker cards were submitted on the agenda item, but due to the
deliberate misinformation given to the crowd, only eight individuals ended up
speaking for official public comment.

Ordinance 1577, also referred to as the “Freedom Ordinance” by members of the
Palmdale Freedom Coalition (PFC), would prevent the use of vaccine passports to
access services in the city. It was presented to the city clerk back in October 2021
with over 2,700 community member signatures who approved of the initial petition.

As soon as the open session began in the council chamber, Richard Loa
immediately brought up item 14.3, Ordinance 1577. Richard Loa stated that he
wanted to wait to vote on the item, “Pending decision on the question of the
presidential vaccine mandates” by the Supreme Court of the United States.

By their quick actions, in motioning and voting to remove the agenda item, it
appeared as though Hofbauer, Loa, and Carrillo had agreed upon the decision prior to

See ORDINANCE on Page 3

By Amanda Palmer

By Mario Presents

See PFC REPRESENTS on Page 2

By Mark Napolitano

See WILD WEST on Page 2

Railroad Photos, Courtesy of David Nurse

If you are interested in joining our team,
we are accepting applications for
volunteer writers. You will receive
writing credits. We still need the
following topics covered: School boards,
events, nature, arts, dining, business, and
local sports. Email:
ThePalmdaleJournal@protonmail.com

Honoring Dana Broussard
The Palmdale Journal would like to

recognize Dana Broussard for being a
warrior and a blessing to the world, for
taking the strength and courage to share
her story so others may benefit.

On Thursday, November 11, Dana
Broussard, a resident of the Antelope
Valley, was featured on the HighWire,
Episode 241, “The Sins of Science,” with
Del Bigtree. On the show, Broussard
recounts the heart-wrenching story of her
reaction to the Hepatitis B vaccine.

In 2016, her employer, the California
State Prison in Lancaster urged Broussard
to get the Hepatitis B vaccine due to

See BROUSSARD on Page 3



Dear Readers,
In order for a community to thrive, a

common language and a shared
understanding of the world are critical. As
an English major, I studied semantics,
critical theories, communication, and
philosophy. In essence, I have studied the
science of language. With the knowledge
I have gained through my life, and with
the idea that we should always put our
community first, I began to write.

Information sharing, through the
media, is supposed to educate the people
and invite public, peaceful debate. I want
The Palmdale Journal to provide another
point of view, speak the truth, and break
down “expert” ideas for the average busy
citizen.
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Letter From the Editor

afternoon.” But, several members of
PFC were there and they report that it
was well over 5,000 people by estimates;
it was huge.

Why would the mainstream media
report false numbers of those in
attendance? Perhaps they provide
misleading numbers of the actual number
of those in attendance to the public
because faith and freedom are counter to
the culture of government worship.

The event was Christian-centered but
open and welcoming to diverse members
of the public. By 3 pm, the crowd swelled
to thousands as people mingled, laughed,
and networked.

There were vendors, non-profit
groups, faith groups, food, music, and
many more engaging speakers. People
from all walks of life were in attendance
and there was not a mask in sight. Parents
swayed to the tunes with arms raised as
children played without face coverings.
Some people fell to their knees in prayer,
some were crying, meanwhile content
creators and independent media scurried
through the crowd collecting interviews
and photographs, more accurately
recording the event. Security patrolled
the event in brightly colored shirts in
tandem with local law enforcement and
no incidents were reported.

To close out the event, everyone
walked along the street in a collective
march around the three-block city
building and adjoining park, symbolically
displaying unity for freedom and
encouraging others to join the cause.

organization, to promote the message of
bodily autonomy. There were about 300
in attendance and at 4 pm the group
marched down to the pier and back to the
street corner encouraging passersby to
breathe freely. Derrick Gates, 36th
congressional candidate, and Cole
Brocato, 38th assembly candidate, spoke
to the upbeat crowd and kept the energy
level positive. By 5 pm the crowd
dispersed with no reported incidents.

Local news outlet KTLA also shared
the event on their 5 pm and 9 am
broadcasts. The team from Palmdale
Freedom Coalition was clearly visible as
was the logo in both airings. International
media, Ruptly, a Russian agency based in
Berlin, interviewed several coalition
members whose comments surrounding
the mandates can be found on their
website.

* * *
If you are ever interested in attending

a Southern California rally centered
around freedom of medical choice, bodily
autonomy, and against tyrannical
mandates in regard to COVID-19 with
PFC, connect by attending a PFC regular
Wednesday meeting at Butler's Coffee at
40125 10th Street West at 6:30 pm.

over the last few years that is continuing
to worsen. Many of the new Wild West-
style train robbers face minimal charges
and are typically back on the street within
24 hours, facing no bail.

Now more than ever we must be more
active within our communities, our local,
and state government. Inform yourself on
what a district attorney does. You can
also email your local elected officials,
asking them to make statements on LA
County’s district attorney, whether they
are in favor or against the way the
distinct attorney is handling the situation.
Visit the Union Pacific website to find
out more about their history, recent
events, and impact on the community,
and make your voice heard there too.

operating plans to avoid Los Angeles
County,” says Adrian Guerrero, UP’s
general director of public affairs. Train
car fires, loss of cargo a concern,
employees’ exposure to the dangers
especially, is all taken into consideration.

The Union Pacific also sent a letter to
our District Attorney, George Gascon in
which they summarized the damages and
crime upon them. The letter mentioned,
“We strongly urge you to reconsider the
policies detailed in Special Directive 20-
07. While we understand the well-
intended social justice goals of the policy,
we need our justice system to support our
partnership efforts with local law
enforcement, hold these criminals
accountable, and most importantly, help
protect our employees, and the critical
local, and national rail network.” Special
Directive 20-07, addresses issues of
misdemeanor case management and
supersedes language in the Legal Policies
Manual, which became effective
December 8, 2020.

Even though there have been over 100
arrests, Union Pacific has not been
contacted for any court proceedings. We
have witnessed a failing justice system

Unfortunately, we have seen a
disregard for journalistic ethics. Lately,
only extreme perspectives are reported,
which are then internalized. Individuals
begin to believe those extremes are
acceptable viewpoints, creating more
division. People paint the “other” with
broad strokes. The lack of face-to-face
communication gives fuel to the fire.

Incidents, like the Jeep running into a
group of people against mandates on 10th
West and Ave P, made national news this
past October. But within our community,
hardly anyone heard about it. This
happened because of misunderstandings.
Why would anyone run their car into a
group of people? It doesn’t make sense.

Many are living in their own echo

chambers. These echo chambers are
controlled by monopolies. The power
players analyze the consumption of
media, and then they feed the audience to
tickle their ears, to rake in more revenue,
oftentimes at the peril of the good of our
society, of our community.

Through this periodical, my hope is
that the community will come together
again so that we can thrive and live in
peace. I will end with our Statement:
“The Palmdale Journal is a publication

that offers an additional and distinct
narrative, reporting and providing
information on local politics, and how
national, state, and county news impacts
our city. The driving force is to provide a
free flow of information that may

sometimes be discluded or suppressed,
providing a dissenting perspective on
current events, an effort to get back to
our own message.

We hope to influence involvement by
local residents, building up and sharing a
common interest, relating together
socially, and promoting truth and
freedom in the process.

This is a record created by the
community and for the community, the
people of Palmdale. We hope that you
will join us in this movement to tell our
story.”

As an act of love for my family and
community, sincerely,

Amanda Palmer
Editor-in-Chief

PFC REPRESENTS from Page 1

* * *
The Palmdale Freedom Coalition also

represented at a pro-Freedom event in
Santa Monica on Saturday, January 22nd.
Representatives from Roll Call 4
Freedom, a group helping police officers
fight the mandates joined with
Firefighters 4 Freedom, a similar

WILD WEST from Page 1
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The Union Pacific's spokesperson discussed considerations for avoiding LA County railroads due to the
train robberies in the City of Los Angeles. This photo is taken at the Palmdale Station, by David Nurse.



the meeting. Even members of their own
council, Bettencourt and Bishop, were
surprised by this and said they wanted to
“vote on the matter” and “move forward”
with the item, but to no avail. Within
minutes, the people outside of the
chamber began to protest, showing
disappointment to those who are supposed
to serve the community.

Cofounder of Palmdale Freedom
Coalition, Carol Ross recounts (confirmed
by the video archive), “Mayor Hofbauer
walked off the dais while a consultant was
giving a presentation and returned saying
he was waiting for the Sheriff’s
department to disperse the crowd that was
out of control.”

She continues, “First of all, the large
crowd may have been loudly expressing
their displeasure for the removal of the
ordinance from the agenda, but it was not
out of control. It was a lawful, peaceful
freedom rally. Secondly, the Sheriff’s
department did not disperse the crowd. In
fact, they stood and smiled at us as we
offered them hot coffee and cocoa. Much
of the crowd dispersed because of
misinformation we received that the
council meeting was being shut down and
the council members were leaving.”

Though many of the speakers on
agenda item 14.3 left, 8 remained.

Evette Reyes spoke about how
Palmdale could be a safe haven for LA
County businesses and individuals
wishing to move away from the mandates
but stay close to their home. She
mentioned passing the ordinance would
be beneficial to the city’s economy and
that enacting the ordinance could draw
skilled workers, like those left without
jobs because of the LAUSD layoffs.

Pastor Abraham Salcedo discussed
how his church is standing up for freedom
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ORDINANCE from Page 1
To Adriana Salcedo, Mayor Hofbauer

said that he has repeatedly asked
Palmdale Freedom Coalition leaders for
the names of their legal experts and other
information that could help in passing the
ordinance.

Later commenting on the city council
meeting Carol Ross said, “This is an
inaccurate statement [the Mayor] has
made at a number of council meetings.
Leadership has repeatedly told him that
our experts wish to remain anonymous.
On December 7th, Michael and I sent an
email to the city council, city manager,
and city attorney saying that we would
like to meet before the ordinance was put
on the agenda and that we were willing to
aid in gathering pertinent information. We
were never contacted by anyone from the
city to do so.”

Furthermore, she stated, “The possible
threat of a lawsuit by the county has
repeatedly been the reason given for not
wanting to pass the Freedom Ordinance.
In fact, during the January 12th council
meeting, a disgruntled citizen threatened
that he would sue the council and 'see
them in court,' to which Mayor Hofbauer
flippantly responded, 'see you there.' So
much concern about the cost of a
lawsuit."
Recently, Mayor Hofbauer stated that he
never said that he would or would not
support the proposal to anyone.

Responding, Michael Ross, the
founder of PFC, stated, “It is really very
simple. There is a proposed ordinance
that has been placed before you by the
citizens of Palmdale… You have had it
for over 90 days. The City Staff has given
you a report. So therefore, you must do
what you were elected to do and take a
vote.”

More recent statements by the Mayor
are in direct contrast to some that he made
on October 20, 2021, when nearly 500
residents of the Antelope Valley gathered
at Poncitlán Square to rally against
vaccination mandates. But now the Mayor
seems to be stringing the people along.

Many community members have
expressed that the ordinance is
constitutionally sound because it protects
the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness and that it falls in line with the
Palmdale City Charter. Furthermore, the
Supreme Court’s recent rulings support
the ideas of those who have spoken on the
Freedom Ordinance. As they have proven,
you don’t have to be an “expert” to
understand the Constitution.

and standing up for all lives, standing for
truth and for the American people, “And
so we ask you, our representatives that
you pass the ordinance and protect our
kids… to grab the Constitution and look
at it and apply it, which is what we have
entrusted you to do.”

In speaking to Salcedo, Loa tried to
clarify, “If the Supreme Court strikes
down the vaccine mandate, then that will
apply to the whole nation.” Salcedo
responded, with much more knowledge
than the aforementioned lawyer, “That’s
the federal [governement mandate] for
businesses of over 100 people or more.
We are talking about an ordinance that
protects us from the county.”

Betsy Haslett, a graduate of the
Palmdale Partner’s Academy, pointed
out, “Charter cities have more freedom to
innovate and pass ordinances. According
to local laws and the Preamble, ‘in the
event of any conflict between the
provisions of this Charter and the
provisions of the general laws of the State
of California, the provisions of this
charter shall control.’” She emphatically
told Hofbauer, “Your signature is on
there!”

The final speaker on 14.3, Pastor
Adriana Salcedo, directly told the Mayor,
“I voted for you, Mayor, on the
expectation that you would not give our
city over to the ordinance of vaccine
mandates… We expect you to do your
job.” She shared that her brother, who
was vaccinated and boosted, “Did
everything he was supposed to do; and
now he is fighting for his life” in the ICU.
She said, “He’s very confused and upset”
and added that her child, with type 1
diabetes, is living free and extremely
healthy, “so this vaccine nonsense– it
doesn’t work.”

The Heart of the Rally
Prior to the city council’s open

session, in Poncitlán Square, several
speakers encouraged the crowd. It was
cold night for, but spirits were lively. The
PFC provided hot coffee and cocoa and
snacks for attendees. Music played and
when the speakers were presented,
everyone listened.

Pastor Rob Enos mentioned, "Being a
patriot is having a love for your country,
not your government… When the
government starts acting against the
people, the people need to rise up!"

Another speaker, Mario Presents
provided his speech in Spanish. When
asked why, Mario said, “Because it's
important to include as many members of
the community as possible. It shows
diversity and flexibility in
communication, as the Spanish
community feels left out. We, as a
coalition, have to make inroads with other
cultures and communities so we can all
move forward.” To view his full speech,
visit his website at MarioPresents.com.

Mikki Martinez spoke about her
concerns regarding the harmful impacts
of the mandates on children. She stated,
“I am concerned with deaths due to
depression and the mental health of kids.
I love kids. I don’t just love them when
it’s convenient for me when everything is
all dandy and we are all safe.” She
continued, “They needed us… I work in a
district with a lot of impoverished kids,
there’s a lot of abuse… people, they
aren’t thinking about that, these people
who are shutting down [schools].”

Rich Gallego challenged the crowd to
have their grievances heard, not just
because it is their right, but because it is
their obligation. He continued, “If you
have something to say… if you speak the
truth that is more impactful than the most
polished speaker, so don’t be afraid.”

David Akers, the drafter of the
ordinance, stated, “Each of you is
sacrificing something to be here tonight
because you refuse to sacrifice it forever,
to ravenous rulers, hungry for power over
your family, your freedom, and even your
body. The most dangerous disease in
America today is despotism, the desire for
absolute power…”

Many attendees were encouraged to
continue the fight for freedom. To view
the full speeches of those who spoke at
the January 12 freedom rally, go to
PalmdaleFreedomCoalition.com.

working around prisoners in the
healthcare department. Two weeks after
her third shot, Broussard began to have
severe pain that started in her lower back
which spread to her legs and escalated to
a point where she could not walk, the
first signs of her paralyzation.

It then became a legal battle because
Workmans’ Comp refused to pay for
Broussard’s care; then she filed a lawsuit
against the CA Department of
Corrections. After several years, her
attorney was able to prove that she
“sustained a neurological injury… arising
out of and occurring in the course of her
employment, in the form of transverse

myelitis as a result of receiving a
Hepatitis B vaccination.” In 2019,
Broussard became the first and only
person to win a vaccine injury Worker’s
Compensation claim in California and the
entire nation! Her case serves as a
warning to all employers: Making
anything a condition of employment will
make the employer liable for the harm it
may cause. This was a win, but Broussard
has a daily physical battle, which is also
emotionally taxing. Workmans’ Comp
still will not provide her with the care she
believes will be beneficial to her in the
long term. Please visit the site,
GiveSendGo to see further details on
assisting Broussard in her journey to
recovery.

BROUSSARD from Page 1

Freedom Rally, Poncitlán Square, Photo Courtesy of Michelle Hart



All links that are referred to in the articles will be made available in the online version of this periodical soon.
Please visit ThePalmdaleJournal.com to financially support this publication.

Email submissions to:
ThePalmdaleJournal@protonmail.com

Dear Maylene...

Do you need some
advice? Are you stuck in
a rut? Are you unsure of
what to do in certain

situation?
Email:

DearMaylene@gmail.com
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Be aware of Senator Scott Wiener.
Wiener was elected into the California
State Legislature in November 2016 and
represents District 11 which encompasses
San Francisco and parts of San Mateo
County. One of his roles as a district
representative is to introduce bills that are
then voted on by the legislature. Wiener
is San Francisco’s equivalent to Scott
Wilk, the representative for Antelope
Valley, Santa Clarita Valley, and the
Victor Valley region.

You may be thinking, “I’m not in his
district, what does that have to do with
me?” Plenty. Scott Wiener is responsible
for authoring 42 bills that have been
signed into law including the
controversial bills SB 145 and SB 384.
According to his website, SB 384, signed
into law in 2017, “allows sex offenders
who aren’t violent predators to petition to
be removed from the registry after a
period of time.” One Palmdale 15-year-
old teenager comments, “Aren’t all
predators violent? They obviously know
what they are doing when they are taking
advantage of someone younger than
them.”

SB 145, which was passed in 2020,
overturns aspects of Penal Code 290,
which “Megan’s Law” comes from. The
bill lowers the penalties for young adults
who have sex with minors and leaves too
much room for a judge's “discretion.” SB
145 would apply to cases involving
minors between the ages of 14-17, and an
offender within a 10-year range,
according to the amendment.

Prior to SB 145, if an adult (someone
18 years old or over), had some sort of
sexual interaction with a minor (age 17
and below), it was a mandatory automatic
registration on the sex offender’s list.
This new law changes the situation. If,
say, a 22-year-old was with a 14-year-
old, there would be an 8-year difference.
Since this is within the 10 year age range,
then it is now up to the judge’s discretion
whether they want to enforce registration
for the sex offender’s list. This, by
default, would make it more difficult for
families to protect their children.

Cloaking this legislation under the
guise of LGBTQ equality, SB 384 and

145 reduce sentencing for anyone who
harms a child. Some, even Wiener
himself, defends the “Romeo and Juliet”
situation, where there is “only” a couple
of years difference, but they praise this
bill because it creates more equality.

But, why not fight to make all types of
sex with a minor a punishable offense,
rather than make provisions so that all
types of sex are permissible? When the
bill was first passed, an opposer to the
bill stated, “Sex is sex... a 24-year-old
should not be able to have sex with a 14-
year-old... I don’t care if the judge thinks
it's okay... Children should not, in any
way, be subject to a predator.”

Most parents, educators, and families
could agree that children are not ready to
have sex in their innocence, let alone
with adults. Not only is it an inequitable
situation but it’s morally wrong. Thanks
to Wiener’s influence, the decision is left
up to a judge and if you’ve been paying
attention, judges are trending towards
lighter sentences for predators lately.

Now, Senator Scott Wiener is
attempting to change more laws
regarding minors. He has authored a new
bill, SB 866, which lowers the age of
consent for children 12-17 to receive
vaccinations. According to his website,
“SB 866 builds on existing law… [it]
expands the autonomy young people over
12 already have over their sexual health.”
Some urge that because children have the
right to receive an abortion, birth control,
the HPV vaccine, and treatment for
mental health disorders, this right to all
vaccines should be available as well.

The local teenager continues, “It’s
ridiculous. Abortions are a traumatic
experience and for a child to have this
responsibility is too much for them. And
then to be expected to take care of their
mental health after that situation, and to
receive the mental health services that
they need… they should be able to go to
a trusted adult that cares about them.
Most vaccines should be left up to the
parents.”

One local parent shared her concern.
Evette Reyes, a mother of three young
children states, “If the parent is not

notified and the child gets a vaccine at
school unknowingly, then how will the
parent know to look out for potential side
effects?” She continues, “In the case of a
single parent, if the kid gets a vaccine-
related injury, who will help that parent
tend to the child if they have to work?
Who will be responsible for paying the
bills that are related to the injury? Would
it be the vaccination clinic or the school?
Or is it the state?”

Some educators are hesitant about the
amount of autonomy the State of
California is giving to children. One local
teacher who wishes to remain anonymous
is bothered by this new bill. This
teacher’s concern is that parental rights
are being stripped away, slowly but
surely, if we don’t stop this new
movement. He states, “By law, I am
required to lie to parents regarding the
preferred name and gender identity of my
students. If I have a student that is female
and wants to be identified as male and be
called by a male name, then I have to
hide this from the parent, if that is what
the student wishes.” He added that they
are breaking up the families through
these practices and it surprises him that
the people behind this movement believe
that parents do not want what is best for
their children.

If parents do not have the authority
over their children, then children will be
influenced by other factors, like peer
pressure, the government, and
propaganda. According to the National
Institute of Health, “Longitudinal
neuroimaging studies demonstrate that
the adolescent brain continues to mature
well into the 20s.” If we are truly
concerned about the health and welfare of
children, then we should consider how
public policy influences their
development.

Senator Wiener is stripping away
rights from underage victims and parents
alike. This should make you wonder what
his end goal is. How far will these
senators go in lowering the age of
consent? And, why are they creating laws
that strip away the rights of the parents?
When will they stop?

On October 23, 2021, the Palmdale
Freedom Coalition joined Mandates
Won’t Fly at the intersection of 10th
Street West and Rancho Vista Blvd. The
rally officially began at 11 a.m., but by
noon had swelled to over a hundred
individuals spread across the intersection.
Some motorists honked, some expressed
disdain, and the spirits of the crowd were
mostly positive with “freedom” as the
centerpiece of the message.

The event was slowing down by 3 pm
but it came to an abrupt halt when a
motorist drove their vehicle onto the curb
striking a woman. The woman only
suffered minor injuries and William
Aslasken was arrested at his home an
hour later by the Palmdale Sheriffs.

Aslasken is being charged with
attempted murder and assault with a
deadly weapon by the local District
Attorney’s office. Aslaksen has pleaded
"not guilty" and has an arraignment of
information scheduled for February 24th
at the Lancaster Municipal Courthouse.
This story is ongoing and will be updated
when more information becomes
available.

By Mario Presents

Man Charged For

Driving Through

Protest

CA Senator Scott Wiener: Lowering the Age of Consent
By Lily DeValle

Mandates, mandates, mandates. Have
you recently wondered if a mandate is
equivalent to law? Interestingly, if you
look around LA County, it seems that the
answer might be yes. If you move outside
of LA County, say, Kern, Orange, San
Bernardino, or San Diego, you might
assume the answer is no. So who is right?

Recently, we have seen a high number
of mandates being given by elected
officials, heads of departments like the
LA County Board of Supervisors, and
Governor Gavin Newsom. How is it that
Pre-COVID, this word was rarely used?
That in itself should make one stop and
think.

To find the answer to this question, it
would be wise to consult the most widely
used law dictionary – Black’s Law
Dictionary which triumphs over Google.

This unique dictionary is the “Golden
Standard” for the language of the law. It
is comprehensive as it provides
definitions for “over 55,000 law-related
words and phrases, recording historical
and present-day nuances” according to
Amazon.

In contrast, what results would you get
through a free search on Google instead
of consulting this dictionary? Consulting
any search engine does not provide a
definite answer and some sites equate the
words “mandate” and “law” as being
synonyms. Where is the fact check on
this? Here is the definition of “mandate”
according to Black’s Law Dictionary:

the word mandate, nothing of the sort. Do
you remember the School House Rock
video you watched in elementary, “How a
Bill Becomes a Law”? Pretty much, the
definition discusses the intricate system of
lawmaking, rather than overreaching
simplicity that elected officials have
displayed in creating mandates. Here are
some of the definitions of law that stand
out:

political candidate or platform. 4. Roman &
civil law. A written command given by a
principal to an agent; specif., a commission or
contract by which one person (the mandator)
requests someone (the mandatary) to perform
some service gratuitously, the commission
becoming effective when the mandatary
agrees.

Mandates v. Laws

1. An order from an appellate court ordering a
lower court to take a specified action. 2. A
judicial command directed to an officer of the
court to enforce a court order. 3. In politics, the
electorate’s overwhelming approval for a given

Notice that none of these four definitions
define the word mandate as law.
Essentially, courts order mandates,
according to certain cases, to only other
courts or court officers, not the general
population. The third definition is
irrelevant to the state of affairs regarding
COVID-19, and the final definition
requires a written contract in which a
person generously (gratuitously) agrees to
enter.

In Black’s Law Dictionary, the
definition of “law” is extensive and has
various meanings and yet, it does not have

“The regime that orders human activities and
relations through systematic application of the
force of politically organized society…; the legal
system <respect and obey the law>.”

Pay attention to the words “systematic
application” and “politically organized.”
This does not mean tyrannical rule but
instead, it demonstrates that there is a
process to be followed. When one man
creates orders against the system already

By Lily DeValle

Creative
Community Corner

Upcoming Themes:
March - Patriotic

April - April Showers
May- May Flowers

See MANDATES on Page 8
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Palmdale Water District Update
By Franklin Castillo

Palmdale Water District (PWD) held
its regular meeting on January 10, 2022.
The two main topics of the meeting were
to discuss the redistricting based on the
2020 census, as well as the concern of the
water supply for coming years and
whether the demand for water will be
met. There were various other topics of
discussion, most of which pertained to
webinars for state-related water resources.

As the result of the 2020 census, the
PWD must move borders around to
incorporate under-served and over-served
areas of Palmdale and surrounding towns
as required by law. At this meeting, they
presented a preliminary redistricting map
which will be either accepted at a later
date or adjusted to allow their water
company or other water districts to better
serve customers near their boundaries.
This was the first time the map was
presented to the board publicly and will
be adjusted and deliberated until the map
comes to a vote on March 28.

As the board reviews the new map,
many factors are considered. If there is
new residential construction, there will be
increased consumption. They are not
attempting to cover one area more than
another. They consider the use and ease
of accepting an area that is already near
existing connection points, to tie into the
grid system, based on orders from the city
to develop. In the woke world as it
stands, they are required to present to the
public an explanation that there is no
attempt at bias based on race, wealth,
religion, age, or gender. It is strictly based
on business and bringing revenue for the
city and growth, most of which is
protecting their own interests, but without
it will bring unwanted lawsuits. This
makes the manner of the presentation
entirely understandable. Attempting to
reset their current borders is a normal
process in their business because they are
considered a public utility.

The second presentation topic was
water supply in the service area. The
presentation covered many topics
including water resource history and

current supply levels. With the state of
California being in a drought, it is
expected that the water level numbers
would be on the lower side of what is
needed for the demand. There are many
conservation efforts in place that may
help offset the low supply. With a rapidly
expanding city such as Palmdale, there is
going to be increased demand on the
water system.

The presentation also pointed to a few
efforts to help increase supply over time
which will help get water to customers.
Some allocations of water will come from
other resources like conservation projects
at the Littlerock Dam, groundwater
banking, and increased conservation
measures to help protect supply.
Generally, supply gets tighter in the
summer months when there is increased
use and less available supply. Expect to
see more of a push to conserve water as
supplies get lower around that time of the
year.

The other topics of discussion were
mostly related to state-related seminars
provided over the internet. With the
Palmdale Water District being a public
utility, they are expected to take a board
vote for all of these types of matters in
case someone would like to object to the
use of funds or time for something that
may or may not be needed.

The Palmdale Water District meeting
minutes and proposed presentations are
available at www.palmdalewater.org,
along with other public resources for
conserving water, paying bills, rebate
programs, and boundary lines.

Additionally, the PWD is offering a
FREE Water Ambassadors Academy
which gives community members a look
into all functions of the district. Topics in
the academy will include infrastructure,
water sources, finances, projects, and
facilities and meetings will be held on
April 13, 20, and 27, 5:30-7:30, and
Saturday, April 30. If you are interested,
the deadline to apply is March 18, 2022.
Space is limited. Call Judy Shay at 661-
456-1041 for more information.

Lancaster Gun Show
By Franklin Castillo

The Lancaster Gun Show was in town
the weekend of January 15-16. This is a
regular event in and happens four times a
year. This event is always held at the AV
Fair Grounds and is hosted by SoCal Gun
Shows. The event brings firearms
enthusiasts from all over the county
because it is one of the few events allowed
to host ammo and firearms sales.

The gun show was held at the
fairgrounds in the H.W. Hunter Pavilion
and the Van Dam Pavilion. There were
many local and out-of-the-area vendors,
with everything from tee shirts and
stickers, to ammunition for sale. The gun
show is a favorite of enthusiasts in the area
because it gives local 2A friendly people
the chance to meet and interact with others
who celebrate their hobbies.

This is one of Lancaster Gun Show’s
least attended events because the Las
Vegas Shot Show also is in January. The
Shot Show is arguably the largest shooting
sports show in the country and draws a lot
of the vendors away from the January
Lancaster show. Still, there is always
plenty to see and buy at the local show.
The gun show always manages to fill both
of the pavilion buildings with vendors.

This year multiple tee shirt vendors,
gun parts vendors, leather accessories
vendors, shooting gear vendors, and knife
vendors were present along with vendors
you would not expect to see at a gun show
such as toys, honey, beef jerky, and solar

panel vendors. While the show is for gun
enthusiasts it is not limited to firearms-
related items. The community is very
open to other types of vendors.

The largest vendor selling ammo at the
event was LAX ammunition. They
normally have a big booth in the Hunter
Pavilion just inside the entrance. While
scaled back because of the shot show,
they still had a large selection of ammo
and a long line of people waiting to get
their hands on stuff that is harder to come
by. One of the other large vendors is
Rick’s Pawn Shop, which handles all of
the legal transfers of firearms at the show.
They assist with purchases and offer their
own selection of firearms as well.

The NRA and the California Rifle and
Pistol Association are always out in front
of the Lancaster Gun Show to promote
membership to their respective groups.
Both organizations are the largest
supporters of gun rights for California
residents. If you sign up for or upgrade a
a membership, they will give you free
entry into the show for the weekend.

The upcoming dates for the next
Lancaster Gun Show in 2022 are April
9th-10th, June 25th-26th, and November
19th-20th. All future dates are subject to
change at any time. Refer to
www.socalgunshows.com under the
Lancaster Gun Show tab and/or
www.avfair.com under the events tab for
finalized future date information.

PSA : Mask Pollution
By Marie Carrillo Sandoval

Due to the circumstances of our
pandemic, many of us have been forced
to wear disposable masks. According to
research published in the journal
Frontiers of Environmental Science &
Engineering, 129 billion masks are used
every month.

Masks are mostly made up of plastics
that do not biodegrade, instead, they turn
into microplastics that spread across our
ecosystems, which is horrible for natural
ecosystems. According to a Yale
University study, it says "Once released
or broken away from their original plastic
product, microplastics can travel through
waterways and end up in the ecosystems
that serve as homes to a range of marine
life, including algae, zooplankton, fish,
crabs, sea turtles, and birds." The reason
why microplastics are so bad is that they
carry very toxic chemicals on them and
expose us, sealife, and other wildlife to
them.

Unfortunately, we have seen an uptick
of litter with masks in our beautiful
Palmdale desert community.
Furthermore, it would be dangerous for
you to pick up a mask that may be
contaminated, if you aren’t using and
adding to the amount of personal

protection equipment (PPE) waste.
Although we can’t recycle masks and

other PPE, we can at least dispose of
them properly. Here is a tip: If it is
windy, be sure that your mask doesn’t fly
out of your car. Also, always wait to put
your mask into a trash can that has a lid
because most of the time they will fly
out.

Most disposable mask boxes explicitly
state that they do not protect against
infectious diseases, so perhaps we should
consider whether the harm we are
bringing to the environment is worth the
minimal ounce of protection masks
actually provide to people.

I hope that we can all make the
decision to keep our planet clean and
make appropriate choices.

This picture is all over the internet, but you only have
to walk few hundred feet before seeing a littered mask

in our beautiful Palmdale desert.

The PWD service area is
mostly east of the 14
Freeway except in the
Tierra Subida area of
Avenue S, and extends as
far east as 80th Street East.
Their area generally is as
far north as Avenue P and
south, roughly Avenue V.
Their district is next to LA
County WaterWorks on the
west side and Littlerock
Creek Irrigation District on
the east side of town. The
redrawing of the district
will have little impact on
these existing borders,
except when incorporating
new unregulated areas.



The regular high school basketball season is
coming to a close, and the playoff picture is
becoming clearer. For the boys, the Golden
League champ is Coach Tom Hegre’s Pete
Knight Hawks, going undefeated in the Golden
League with a 14-0 record. The stifling defense
of the Hawks makes it hard for other teams to
get into their offense.
This season CIF will be taking the top four
teams from their perspective leagues for their

playoff brackets. Also, from the Golden
League, coming in second with an 11-3 record
is the Bulldogs from Highland High School.
Highland’s two losses, in league play, came
from the Hawks of Pete Knight. Highland
dropped their last game of the regular season
losing to Palmdale High School. The loss does
not affect their Golden League standings;
however, a win is critical when going into the
playoffs.

The win from Palmdale puts the Falcons
into the playoffs knocking out Eastside from
post-season play. Quartz Hill takes the last spot
for the playoffs.

* * *
The girls also finish up their regular season

the same week with the Lady Bulldogs from
Highland High School going undefeated 14-0
in the Golden League. The Lady Bulldogs are
led by head coach Jeff Sisson. The girls use the
same formula as the Pete Knight boys team,
they do not let their opponents get into their
offense. The Highland Bulldogs leading score
Junior, Aima Tuiasosopo. Freshman Kayla
Davenport has the responsibility of bringing up
the ball and starting the Bulldog offense.
Highland has three seniors who are looking
forward to playoffs, #11 Eriel Banks, #25
Milano Mercado, and #2 Katelynn Arreola.

The rest of the Golden League who punched
tickets for the playoffs include 2nd place
Knight High school with a 10-2 league record.
Pete Knight’s, Aima Tate is also a freshman for

Time is running out to collect signatures for the “Educational Freedom
Act.” If enough signatures are collected, parents of every Californian child
would have the freedom to spend $14,000, provided by the State of
California at a school of their choice - no matter how much money they
make. “It makes everything equal and fair. The key is the direction of state
education tax dollars into the hands of parents,” according to
californiaschoolchoice.org.

Raised in Compton, a local Palmdale resident and retired school teacher,
Carol Fox, is in favor of school choice. In an interview, she stated, “As a
Black woman, I am concerned. Minorities are trapped in public schools.”

Image Caption Goes Here For Image Above

School Choice Petition
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She shared some alarming statistics:
“As of 2022, 80-90% of Black boys
in California don’t meet state reading
and writing English, or math
standards. 60% of juvenile
delinquents and 80% of adult inmates
are illiterate. 48% of Black boys in
California do not finish high school.
The California public school system
is almost dead last in rankings for
quality education while the teachers
are among the highest paid in all 50
states.”

Carol Fox is not only concerned
about the system in regards to failing minority students, but she is also
concerned with legislation, specifically AB 329, that exposes students to
sexually explicit curriculums and ideas in the classroom. She said, "These
topics are unacceptable in polite conversation, not fit for children... I want
everyone to know that the largest Black church in Los Angeles, West
Angeles Church of God in Christ, led by Bishop Blake, is supporting the
movement for school choice."

Historically, Democratic lawmakers have opposed attempts at school
reform, preventing lower-income Black/African-Americans and
Latino/Hispanic children from securing a higher-quality education.
According to ProCon.org, one major argument against school choice is that
“Tax dollars are intended for the better secular education of all children,
not the private religious education of a few.”

This issue continues to be a hot topic at the state level. In Gavin
Newsom’s 2021 recall election, California’s former Senate leader who is
Latina, Gloria Romero, abandoned the democratic party to support
Newsom’s leading opponent, Larry Elder, because she believed he would,
“Be a champion for the impoverished Black and Hispanic children who
have been abandoned by the Newsom administration,” because Elder was a
major proponent for school choice. Romero claims the California teachers’
union has a monopoly on education that is holding students hostage. She
calls the teacher unions the “Fourth branch of government.”

There is a Revere call to action, as 2 million signatures are needed by
March. Desert Christian School, Exceptional Dentistry on 10th W and Ave

Educational Leadership

Spotlight: Keith Giles
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Homeschool… a word that has become a
household topic of conversation beginning in
2020. While many parents never foresaw
themselves ever considering this option for
their kids, countless were forced to get a taste
of it with the closing of schools and the
mandating of virtual education. Some children
thrived while others were severely lost.
Getting back into school was a relief for
parents and created a sense of normalcy for
kids, or so they thought.

Suddenly, many were slammed with the
realization of a new curriculum to our most
impressionable. Followed with that were the
unhealthy mask mandates that have the
children struggling to breathe, connect, and
have an identity due to the covering of their
faces. To add to all of this, parents are now
being threatened that their children’s right to
an education will be based on their
vaccination status of an emergency-approved
vaccine that neither prevents the disease nor
the spread of it. Simply sending your child to
school, as new legislation is being proposed,
could potentially be considered permission to
inject your child with this said vaccine.
Parents are outraged, pushing many to look
for other options outside of the public
education system.

On January 8, 2022, Marty and Carolyn
Forte, founders of Excellence in Education,
spoke with a group of parents and public-
school educators at Butler’s Coffee. The
Fortes brought life and light to the world of
truly educating our children through the lens
of each individual child’s dream. Our current
school system is unable to reach each child’s
specific needs and passions with the
overflowing classrooms and limited number
of educators. They explained, as parents, we
are more than capable of creating a self-taught
child through a love of lifetime learning in
them.

Dr. Raymond Moore, who the Fortes are
well informed of, has done extensive research
in child development and has discovered that
a child is not developmentally prepared for
formal education such as textbook style
learning until age 8. Most school curriculums
are pushing textbook education as young as 5
years old. Dr. Raymond Moore wrote The
Successful Homeschool Family Handbook.
Any parent who may have a piqued interest in
educating their child should read this as a
foundational beginning to what homeschool
can look like.

Another point of encouragement was that
we should never compare our child to another

Homeschool

Seminar

See HOMESCHOOLING on Page 7

Schools and Education

See SCHOOL CHOICE on Page 7

By Holly Loveless

See SCHOOL SPORTS on Page 7

By David Nurse

This month Palmdale Freedom Coalition would like to honor Keith
Giles in the Leadership Spotlight column. Giles stands out as a politician
that cares, who is bold, and is an outstanding citizen. Lancaster School
District is lucky to have him on its school board.

Critical to being an outstanding leader, Keith Giles listens to his
stakeholders in his role as he truly serves the community. On October 19,
he brought the First Amendment Resolution to the school board meeting.
He brought it for consideration because he didn't want parents to be labeled

domestic terrorists for expressing their
opinions. On February 1, he helped to
pass the resolution to “Request to the
California Department of Public Health
(CDPH) and California State
Legislature for Reconsideration of the
Proposed COVID Vaccine Mandate.”
There is a teacher shortage so this
benefits the students because it keeps
highly qualified teachers in the
classroom. Furthermore, when
community members and parents speak

See SPOTLIGHT on Page 7

“The challenge of leadership is
to be strong, but not rude; be
kind, but not weak; be bold, but
not a bully; be thoughtful, but
not lazy; be humble, but not
timid; be proud, but not
arrogant; have humor, but
without folly.” – Jim Rohn
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N, and Butler’s Coffee are locations that
host the petition. If you are interested in
getting involved, you can visit the link,
californiaschoolchoice.org, where you can
print the petition to collect signatures.
You can also get involved with Carol
Fox’s organization, Mama Bears of
America.

or even to what the school “grade
requirements” are. All children learn at
differing rates and while one might excel
at much, another may need more time,
and sometimes even a break, in order to
grasp a new concept. Our main idea
should be to set a goal for what we want
to accomplish and focus on mastering, not
checking a long list of to-dos.
The Fortes have found that experiencing

real life, such as a trip to the zoo to watch
and observe the interactions and habitats
of different animals, far impacts children
more than through textbooks. When our
children can touch, feel, and see the
reality of what they are taught, it makes
not only lasting knowledge in each of
them, but also feeds their desires to learn
and discover more.

Lastly, we need to open our children
up to their own views, loves, and gently
release them into the control of their life.
Far too often, school is enforced by what
others tell them they must learn with little
disregard to what they are interested in.
We must open our children’s minds back
up to the discovery of this world.

Furthermore, the Fortes recommend
we should break our time up equally

between study, work, and volunteering.
Children as small as five can learn how to
run a business simply through the act of
selling farm-fresh eggs. They will begin
to have a vision and idea of what it takes
to contribute to our society and economy,
that money has value, not just something
Mom and Dad always pull out of their
wallet. To teach our children to serve
others breaks the self-focus and
introduces the power of loving others
through a helping hand.

As we lingered and spoke with one
another after the conference, there was a
sense of renewed life and excitement for
the future. We can provide for each of our
children, society, and world as a whole.
May we each recognize the power of our
moments with our children whether it’s a
game played together, a book read
together, or simply an observation of a
bird while sitting on our porch together.

We have been given each of these
children as a gift to train and direct into
the lives they have each been made for.
Let’s begin to take the responsibility back
from others and give our children a better
chance at learning.

conducted and I see far too many
indications that the science involving
COVID-19 should certainly not be
trusted! For instance, when research is
proposed to an Investigational Review
Board (IRB) it must meet certain criteria.
Questioning from the IRB is supposed to
be rigorous in order to minimize the
potential for harm to any of the study’s
participants.

Yet, it has been reported that the
making of the various COVID-19
vaccines included no studies of their
effects on teenage boys or pregnant
women. And now we are seeing medical
issues, some very serious, including death,
in both of those cohorts as a result of
taking the vaccinations. It is highly
unusual that any IRB would green light
studies so flawed and perhaps criminally
negligent under normal circumstances.

But whom would one file suit against?
The pharmaceutical companies have been
promised legal immunity. Thus far, that
immunity has proven more reliable than
the sort conferred on patients by COVID-
19 vaccines. How was any of this
allowed? And why haven’t those involved
been asked? At the least, it should cause
us to be skeptical about “following the
science”!

Perhaps you remember the rash of
“False Positive” COVID tests? This, the
experts told us, was due to an error in
testing. Specifically when the PCR
(polymerase chain reaction) testing was
performed, the technicians ran thirty
cycles instead of the normal ten or twelve.
The media reported it and seemingly,
everyone went about their business
without further questions. Nothing to see
here, folks!

Here’s the problem; any technician
who knows how to run a PCR test also
knows that running thirty cycles greatly
increases the chances of creating a “false
positive” result. So, the obvious question
is: why would any such technician comply
with a request to perform a test in a

SCHOOL CHOICE from Page 6

HOMESCHOOLING from Page 6

the Hawks who brings up the ball and
begins their offense. #1 Senior, Blessing
McBride is another asset for the Hawks
looking forward to the playoffs.

Lancaster High School comes in the
third, and Eastside will take the last spot
for the playoffs.

The pairing will be released Tuesday,
Feb. 8th with games beginning
Wednesday, February 9th.

SCHOOL SPORTS from Page 6

Courage is a signature strength admired
by all of humanity. Historically, American
culture has admired and elevated heroes for
future generations. Courage is imperfectly
attached to unfortunate events and
indecision.

Here is a question- What would
Palmdale accomplish if they believed in
their vision, attributes, talents, and skills
100 percent? Take notice of Jesus, the only
human in history who was able to perfectly
possess three categories of strengths- self-
mastery, strength in action, and strength of
relationships (Jones, 1995). At every turn,
this man presented a fearless attitude which
translated to a courageous life guaranteeing
a guide for future leaders. Conventional
thinking would have you believe courage
and leadership are innate. If this is true, why
do the behaviors of many leaders
correspond to mishandling of emotions
(fear), and poor execution? The reality for a
lot of people living today- a large segment
of American culture, overcome by fear and
paralyzed by information that equates to
powerless messages and stagnation.

A vast majority of Americans are
adopting a cowardice attitude visible by
their surrender of objectivity, the elevation
of propaganda, and subscribing to
mainstream news acting as the sole
information gatekeeper. As a result, more
people are inheriting misperceptions and

inflexibility to anyone challenging the
status quo. Explaining this attitude
becomes clearer when we understand the
mechanism that drives this attitude and
behavior- fear. Fear is the emotion that
handicaps humans from leaning on hope
and moving forward.
Today, the our city must take heart and
pivot away from one-sided narratives
provided by Big-Tech. Accepting a way of
life that is controlled by selected
influencers to dominate the national
agenda is counterproductive to our way of
living. Building up and arriving at a level
of sound self-awareness in pursuit of
courage should be commonplace. Self-
awareness deposits a type of thinking that
is charged with fearlessness. We must
disallow a mindset that impedes our
community. Offsetting the momentum of
those who seek to dismantle and ultimately
corrupt the “true” American spirit should
be a priority. The question must begin
with the how - not the why.
The how is simple objectivity and self-
reflections which segue into developing
inner strength. Confidence is a great start.
Self-reflection will coincide with the
organizing of our thinking by asking the
right questions to “self” first. What is
happening to me right now? What is the
source of my fear? How can I use GOD's
bestowed wisdom, individual attributes,
and skills to arrive at a solution? Self-

Giles is taking the lead to rethink and
reevaluate the situation.

Keith Giles has also proven to be an
outstanding citizen and hometown hero.
He has volunteered his time and energy as
a Los Angeles County Sheriff Department
Reserve Deputy Sheriff since 2003 and
fulfills many of the roles which are
traditionally handled by full-time, Deputy
Sheriffs. He continuously devotes his time
and talents to his community. He serves
on the School Counseling Advisory
Council, with its mission to provide
meaningful and inclusive educational
experiences through a culturally diverse
lens.

Giles is a family man, with 9 children
and 10 grandchildren, and is also a man of
faith. One of his children, in an interview,
stated, “Something I want other people to
know about him is that he is always doing
research. He always wants to make
informed decisions and is always asking
questions.” If you ever get a chance to
meet him or see him in action, you will
see he is genuine and stand-up guy.

at board meetings, he takes notes, whereas
most elected representatives sit with poker
faces or an attitude of indifference. He
constantly expresses his gratitude when
families, teachers, and community
members speak, acknowledging how
intimidating public speaking can be and
the importance of it.

Additionally, Giles also has courage.
We live in a time and place where atypical
opinions and contradicting research is
shunned. But he has signed, along with
his fellow board member, Greg Tepe, the
“Letter From School Board Members,”
taking a stand against the statewide
COVID mandates and demanding an end
to the State of Emergency. These two
board members are the only members in
the entire Antelope Valley to do so. The
letter discusses the growing mental health
crisis among children due to the COVID
emergency mandates and it seeks to have
the State Legislature “weigh the need for
normalcy.” Although many California
leaders are standing to enforce COVID
mandates despite the new information,

SPOTLIGHT from Page 6

Valley Voices

“Follow the science!” In the past two
years, we’ve become all too familiar with
that phrase. On its face, it certainly seems
reasonable. After all, we’ve grown up
being taught to respect science as an
unbiased method for getting at the truth.
In middle school, most of us were taught
the scientific method was based on honest
observations, logic, and reproducibility.

Personally, I was impressed enough
with the simplicity and power of it that
when the time came, I made medical
research my career. But something
changed at the beginning of the COVID-
19 pandemic. Think back to the first time
the American public was introduced to Dr.
Anthony Fauci. We were told he was one
of the world’s foremost experts on
epidemiology. He stepped to the
microphone and, after a few pleasantries,
said, “This is a virus unlike any we’ve
ever seen.”

At that moment I remember thinking
somewhat sarcastically, “You might know
epidemiology but, if you’ve never seen
anything like this virus, how much of an
expert could you be?” I knew then,
something wasn’t right. The scientific
method I learned as a young man had
never asked me to take the word of
someone who admitted knowing very
little about the topic being discussed.
Later, it would come to light that even that
first statement by Dr. Fauci was false.

Information has since come to light
that shows he was intimately involved
with funding the study of the virus in
Wuhan, China. One needs only to listen to
his testimony on the Senate floor (see
questioning by Senator Rand Paul
available on YouTube) to know he was, in
fact, involved in Gain-of-Function
research, as well, and all long before
uttering that first of many false statements
about COVID-19.

Having spent the bulk of my career
supervising an immunology lab I am
familiar with how research is normally

Follow the Science?
By Rich GallegoBy A.R. Ramirez

Courage

See COURAGE on Page 8

See SCIENCE on Page 8
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We are a local 501c3 Non-Profit corporation that provides vocational job

training. We want to see the next generation of young leaders and

entrepreneurs succeed. We partner with local churches, schools, government

assistance agencies and other non-profits to provide a quality hands-on job

training experience. We are very proud of our hard working volunteers who

are working very diligently to serve you and their community. Interested in

volunteering? Come in and ask any of our servers for an application.

Butler's Coffee Mission

Women around the world struggle daily to find their beauty and self-worth. Beauty for Ashes,
International emerged out of a pursuit to empower women so that their confidence is not

washed away when the day is over; rather, their self-worth be their permanent state of being.
Established in 2017, our mission is to empower women's self worth from the inside out through
our community-based programs, organic beauty products, and health and wellness activism. We
strive to bring God's light into the dark beauty industry to help women exchange their ashes for
beauty. Want to hear more or partner with us? We are located inside Butler’s Coffee and would

love to chat with you.

Our Mission
Out of the Ashes, Beauty Arises

manner known to result in a false positive? Yet again, there
was media silence. No one asked. (By the way, if you’re
thinking any of this behavior might be motivated by the three
thousand dollars hospitals receive on average for every
COVID diagnosis or the thirty thousand for every COVID
death, perish the thought! That would not be “following the
science.”

This brings me to the politics of science, a realm the public
rarely has reason to consider. But, in truth, it represents a
huge problem for society.

To illustrate, I’ll tell you a short story: Several years ago
while participating in a weekly lab meeting, I was involved in
a discussion wherein a proposal was made to exclude thirteen
patients from a study group because medically, they had not
yielded results our hypothesis suggested they would. In short,
they were outliers which made our resulting data set
somewhat less impressive. I suggested writing an addendum
which stated possible reasons for those patients not reacting
as expected and stating an intent to do a follow up study.

My idea was dismissed and the thirteen patients were
excluded from the study. Here’s why: In academic medicine
there is a reality known as “publish or perish.” If you don’t
get your research published in important peer reviewed
scientific journals, you don’t get grants needed to fund your
laboratory.

Before you judge the Principal Investigators too harshly,
consider that the lab I worked in had roughly thirty two
doctors, graduate students, scientists, and various technicians
in its employ, most with families to support. For the person in
charge, the Principal Investigator, maintaining funding for
such an operation represents a sizable responsibility. Are
there dishonest scientists? Dr. Fauci proves there are. But
more often it is the system which corrupts.

To sum things up, a number of factors must be considered
when deciding if one should “follow the science.” Scientists
are human and as such, are subject to human failings and
external pressures. Economic forces also can conspire to lead
researchers astray. What about your personal physician?
Surely you can still trust your doctor to tell you the truth!

Well, not so fast. If a physician works for an organization
that pressures or incentivizes doctors to push the vaccines,
can you be certain you’re getting the best unbiased advice for
your personal situation? Before you answer that question you
may want to find out if your doctor’s employer has threatened
staff with loss of privileges or dismissal for not pushing the
vaccines.

Certainly, one should read up on how the COVID vaccines
work so they can ask informed questions regarding their
efficacy and safety. In short, the next time someone
admonishes you to “follow the science,” and it’s usually
someone with no personal knowledge of it, remember that
your best bet is to get informed, use critical thinking skills,
and combine them with common sense.

That is, unless you really believe in a virus that attacks you
at church but not in a Walmart.

set in place or abuses that system, those orders do not
and should not, constitute as law. Let’s continue:

Newsom continuously pushes mandates under a “state of
emergency” – which by the way, is supposed to be
renewed every 60 days… and here we are close to two
years– does he really have the authority to enforce them?
Absolutely not, especially because the mandates have
proven to be unlawful. More importantly, even if
legislators make a “law” which violates the Constitution
of the United States, the highest of all contracts, it is
NULL and VOID from its inception.

As we continue to maneuver through this pandemic,
it is important to note that language is changing. The use
of the word “mandate” is becoming unfashionable or
passé by big media and the government. In its place, the
word “requirement” is coming into use. Perhaps this is
because people are becoming aware of the fact that it is
up to them, the individual, to decide whether they want
to follow a mandate or not… but this now begs the
question, “Does the replacement of the word mandate
with the word requirement make these applications
lawful?” After the lesson on mandates and laws, the
answer to this should be quite obvious.

“2. The aggregate of legislation, judicial precedents, and
accepted legal principles; the body of authoritative grounds
of judicial and administrative action; esp., the body of
rules, standards, and principles that the courts of a
particular jurisdiction apply in deciding controversies
brought before them <the law of the land>. 3. The set of
rules or principles dealing with a specific area of a legal
system <copywrite law>. 4. The judicial and
administrative process; legal action and proceedings
<when settlement and negotiations failed, they submitted
their dispute to the law>.

Most people understand this and intuitively know
that laws need to go through the legislative branches of
governments, not the executive branch, which
comprises of the president (federal) and governors
(state). People can get tickets and serve time for
breaking laws, not mandates, meaning that mandates
can only be enforced when we choose to comply.
So with this information, stop and reflect: When
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reflections require moving from a space of
misunderstanding to a space where solutions are based on
healthy reactivity in rooted faith, courage, and future-
forward thinking. The recipe is then packaged together to
build up courage- our signature strength.

Whatever the circumstances, rest assured we will gain
courage and shed off fear. Collectively, Americans must
understand fear is only a mirage intended to throw us off
course. It’s time for our community to believe in themselves
and embrace a fearless attitude towards courage.
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